
Summary
This collection consists of 7 posters including a title poster, 6 vibrator posters, and a sex-related products poster. 
The content has dimensions 11" x 14". Each poster has dimensions 16" x 20" with the mat. 

The vibrators posters of 396 selected vibrators and 27 vibrator kits that were designed for women and sold in the 
United States from the 1970s and continuing up to 2022. The vibrators of the 1970s – 2000s are collected from 
Kinsey Institute Archives, including Erotica dealers, Sex aids dealers, Good vibrations: mail order catalog, Playgirl 
(1973-2008), and On Our Backs (1984-2006). For each decade, I curate these vibrators that are iconic and/or 
provocative. Some vibrators were on the market across two decades; I categorize them into the former decade. 
In other words, the posters reflect more on the design date of the vibrators. 

The 1970s poster includes 48 vibrators and 6 kits. They are mainly collected from Adult Sexually Oriented 
Entertainment & Novelty Catalog, New Ideas, Eve’s Garden Catalogue, Aphrodisia, Romeo, Enjoy (Enterprise 
catalog), Evelyn Rainbird, The Pleasure Chest, The Xandria Collection, Erik Imports catalog, and The Bedside 
Companion. The vibrator kits include Sensual Encounter, Midnight Special, Anal Intruder, Prelude 3, Wonder 
Vibe, and Non Doctor. The first three are from Doc Johnson, which is an iconic American pleasure products 
brand since 1976. At the beginning of their business, they promoted their vibrators and other products as “marital 
aids”.

The 1980s poster includes 77 vibrators and 2 kits. They are mainly collected from Party, Romeo, Lovelight’s, 
Mellow Mail, Adam and Eve catalog, Evelyn Rainbird, The Xandria Collection, and Erik Imports catalog. The kits 
are Music Massager and The Home Entertainment. Both included a vibrating penis ring. 

The 1990s poster includes 63 vibrators and 5 kits. They are mainly collected from Leisure (Time Products 
catalog), Good Vibrations catalog, On Our Backs, and Playgirl. The vibrator kits include The Eroscillator, Wet and 
Dry Aquassager, Sybian, Magic Wand, and Octopus. Magic Wand kit was not really sold as a kit originally. They 
are to show the popular attachment for Magic Wand in the 90s. Octopus kit also included a vibrating penis ring.

The 2000s poster includes 78 vibrators and 2 kits. They are mainly collected from On Our Backs and Playgirl. 
The vibrator kits include Vibratex Rabbit Dance and Echo. 

The 2010s poster includes 63 vibrators and 6 kits. They are collected from personal websites for vibrator review 
and official Instagram pages of vibrators brands. Both of them provides of exact date of vibrators. The vibrator kits 
include Cowgirl Sex Machine, Grand Bullet, Clue Vibe 3.OH, Petite, Orgasmatron X2, and PalmPower. 

The 2020s poster includes 67 vibrators and 6 kits. They are vibrators and kits that have been available on the 
market science 2020. The vibrator kits include The Poet, Versa T, Secret Panty 2, Hyphy, and Petite. The last one 
is to show these new attachments of Petite—a classical wand vibrator of Le Wand—in 2020s.

The sex-related products poster shows a collection of penis aids, ticklers, stimulators, and vibrators sleeves.  
Penis aids were designed as sex aids to helps with a man’s loss of erection during sex due to “premature 
ejaculation or other reasons”. They were shaped into penis and were hollow. With straps, they could be worn by 
a man around their penis. Ticklers were sex aids that were designed to be worn by a man on his penis during sex 
to increase size of the penis and sensations for women. They could also be worn on a vibrator. Happy Tops are a 
special type of ticklers in a way that they can increase the size of a penis but do not cover all of it. They can also 
be worn on a vibrator. Stimulators are designed to be worn by a man on this penis or on a vibrator to stimulate 
the clitoris. Vibrator sleeves are designed to be worn on a penetrative vibrator. Tickler sleeves were based on the 
design of tickers. What distinguishes them is the bodies of tickler sleeves were usually coved by spikes.
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